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 CELEBRATIONS 

 INDEPENDENCE DAY 

69 Independence Day was celebrated with utmost joy and happiness. Program started with 
welcome of Mr. Badridas Mundra, Mrs. Leela Mundra with Ms. Vasanti Manihar. 
 
The whole school participated in celebration. After flag hoisting everyone sang national anthem. 
The vibration of National anthem filled the atmosphere with patriotism. It was followed by parade 
and P.T. Then the cultural program was held in the newly constructed hall. Girls of upper primary 
classes performed dance on 'Desh Rangeela' and 'Aawara Bhanware'.Kids of class I and II 
performed dance on 'Nanha Munna Rahi Hoon'.Participants from class V ,VII and VIII class also 
sang patriotic song - 'Hind Desh Ka Pyaara Jhanda'. Little kids of Prep. recited a poem 'Jiyo Desh Ke 
Liye'. Students of class 2 and 3 performed a play on 'National heroes’; they spoke the famous 
sayings of national heroes. 
 
Lastly, prizes were given to the top achievers of I unit test and Ms. Vasanti Manihar with Mrs. 
Leela Mundra blessed children for their bright future. 
  
During the prior preparations of 15 august, students of class IV made paper shimmers for 
decoration and also made tricolour caps for participants of parade. The students drawn national 
flag in their notebooks. Kids of Prep. class took part in National Flag group activity. 
 

                                     
 



 
 

 RAKSHABANDHAN FESTIVAL 

Whole School celebrated bond between brothers and sisters. Little sisters tied rakhi (sacred 
thread) on their brother’s wrist. Brothers gave greetings cards to sisters that they had made. 
Teachers shared real life incidents of their siblings. 

Students of classes IV, V and VI made rakhi by using mirrors, beads, fur, cardboard and thread. 

Students of class V made greeting cards and attached rakhi to it and wrote best wishes and 
thanksgiving message in card. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 FRUIT DAY 

Basically to learn the concept of fruit’s name and the benefits of eating fruits and the 

identification of fruits, fruits day was celebrated in school. Students of K.G, Prep. , I, II and III 

classes participated in fruit day activities. The details of each activity is given below- 

Class Activity 
K.G Fruits rhyme recitation 

Prep. Presentation of fruits cards-Each participant 
came forward and said the name of fruit and 
shown the picture of fruit. 

I Kids coloured the picture of fruit trees and 
labelled it. They placed those hoardings on 
trees of SFORD campus. 

II Students made different fruits from clay. During 
the activity teacher told students about the 
colour and shape of fruits. 

 

 

 

 FUN LEARNING 

MATHEMATICS 

 TANGRAM-CHINESE PUZZLE 

Students of class VI practiced their creative minds juggling with Tangram pieces. They tried to 

make different shapes including the letters of their names, hut, animal etc. 

 



 

 

 PATTERN MAKING ON MATH MAT 

Students of class VI developed patterns with Math-Mat. Development of Number Sense and color 

classification were preliminary outputs. Later, they recognized the square patterns and finding out 

the area of a designed square on Math mat. 

 

 DICE GAME 

K.G. kids enjoyed playing with number dice. To teach the concept of counting the teacher used a 
playful method of number dice. Kids counted the dots on dice then they stick the animal stickers 
on dots after counting. It enhanced the mathematical skills of kids. 
 



 

 

 

ENGLISH 

 SELF INTRODUCTION 

Students of class II learned to speak few lines about self. It improved English speaking skills of kids. 

 VOWEL SOUND BOOK 

Students of class VI made their own vowel sound book. The sounds of different vowels were 

taught during classroom teaching then students wrote vowels words on their own. 

 

 

 NOUN FOLDABLES 

Students of class VIII actively participated in Noun Foldable activity. They wrote each category of 

noun on flaps. Inside the flap examples of noun category were written. 



 

HINDI 

 PUPPETS MAKING 

Students of class VII made different puppets of clay. It was a chapter based activity. Students 

learned to make puppets. 

SCIENCE 

 IODINE TEST 

Students of class VII tested presence of Iodine in saliva. They did practical in Laboratory settings. 

 

 SCI. PRACTICAL- WATER EVAPORATION 

Students of class IV boiled water up to boiling point. Then they observed the whole process of 

evaporation. 

 



 SCIENCE PRACTICAL- WEAVING 

Kids of class VI understood the weaving pattern by doing practical on paper. They observed how 

the thread is weaving to make cloth. Students gained knowledge about weaving of clothes. 

 

 MODEL OF MOTOR CYCLE 

Students of class VIII made a three wheeler vehicle by using waste material. The model is attached 

with motor which is run by battery. 

 

 COOKING 

 NAMKEEN CHIWDA   

 

Students of class VI learned the recipe of namkeen Chiwda. They have also cooked it in 

kitchen under teacher’s supervision. 



 

 I UNIT TEST 

As per schedule, I unit test held in first week of August. After preparation of tests, the tests were 

taken in primary and upper primary classes. The results declared and top rankers got prize on 

Independence Day. 

 VISITORS 

Mrs. Ranjana Sancheti along with Mr. Jinendra Sancheti visited our campus .She dedicatedly 

interacted with our pre-primary teachers. She suggested many teaching methodology of English 

and Maths. 

 

Academic staff with students of BAAL NIKETAN SCHOOL visited our SFORD CAMPUS. The teachers 

told us about the teaching techniques they use in their school. There was a student to student’s 

interaction.  



 

 DENTAL CHECK UP 

Students went to Vyas Dental College for regular dental check-up. Dentist did check up and 

advised students to maintain oral health and cleanliness. Proper medical treatment was given to 

students. 

 

 60
TH

 DISTRICT LEVEL BADMINTON 

COMPETITION 

Selected students of class V, VI, VII and VIII participated in 60th District Level Badminton 

Competition. The competition was held in Jodhpur. 



 

Thank You 


